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Resistance Fund account, in the Natal Bank, Johannesburg. So far as
the bank is concerned, I alone operate upon them. No special and
formal committee has been organized nor are the funds treated as
part of the British Indian Association account. The British Indian
Association covers a wider range than that of passive resistance.
Disbursements are made in consultation with or subject to the ap-
proval of Mr. Cachalia, who is the president of the British Indian
Association, and other passive resisters.
"The Phoenix debt represented a personal debt incurred by me
from European friends and clients by reason of the necessity of having
to continue Indian Opinion under somewhat adverse circumstances
and at a loss in the interest of the struggle. I have devoted to the
continuance of Indian Opinion and the establishment of Phoenix all
my earnings during my last stay in South Africa, that is., nearly £5,000.
I derive no pecuniary benefit from Phoenix, the support of my
family and myself being found by a European friend. Those Euro-
peans and Indians who are my co-workers at Phoenix receive as a
rule only what they need, and are practically under a vow of poverty.
Certain alterations have been made in the management of Phoenix,
which I am glad to be able to say have so far enabled the continuance
of the paper without the monthly assistance referred to in my letter.
The committee in London is being financed on a most economic
basis. I have to make the same remarks in connection with the offices
here. The expenditure to the soth instant is as follows:
"Local expenses £374. us. 8d*l London office £175. 15^.; Relief
to distress £449. ii-s*. nd.; Distress Fund £50; Indian Opinion debt
£1,200. Total £2,249. 185-. 7<f.
"This leaves a balance of £3,019. 12^. The monthly expenses for
relieving distress have, however, as you see gone forward, and where-
as in the month of December only £25 was paid, on the present basis
it comes to nearly £160 per month, over fifty families receiving
support. Local expenses, besides the carrying on of the office here,
include travelling expenses of passive resisters from Durban, etc., as
also cables and such other disbursements. The above expenditure
covers a period of four months and a half. Excluding relief expend-
iture and the item for the Indian Opinion debt, the average monthly
expense is nearly £133. The expenses for supporting distressed
families are bound to increase as time passes. I, therefore, put them
down at £200 per month. The average monthly expense then may

